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Philosophy
Prime Fashion S.A. was founded in Thessaloniki 

and includes the trademarks of Biston, Splendid, Smart.
Biston was established in 1998 a brand that combined 

creativity, innovation and fashion in one single casual approach.
Over the years, they have managed to develop their own 
design concept and new ideas came to life based design concept and new ideas came to life based 

on the market needs.

With an efficient distribution channel across Greece and Europe, 
with its products at competitive prices and on-time deliveries, 
it increased sales by 50% in the rst four years.In 2007, it entered 

a new life and work style by launching its 
own privately-owned facilities and show rooms, as well as its 
even larger warehouses equipped with the latest logistics even larger warehouses equipped with the latest logistics 
storage facilities, aiming to a most direct and fast 

service for its customers.

In 2012, Prime Fashion SA entered dynamically in the eld of 
e-commerce by creating a modern online store www.biston.gr 
and then in 2016 the online store was redesigned to match 
even better the brand’s image and to be even more functional 
and user-friendly for its customers. Investing in modern social and user-friendly for its customers. Investing in modern social 
media, we aim at breaking down the barrier between traditional 
retail and e-commerce, approaching more and more clients 

everywhere in Greece and throughout the world.

Prime Fashion S.A. (splendid, biston, smart) characterised mainly by 
its wide range in men's and women's jackets, launches a 

collection each season for men and women who want to feel 
special every moment. The new collection brings up each person’s special every moment. The new collection brings up each person’s 
personal taste - proving that style can still be our ally in everyday 

demanding life.

Our new proposals for jackets, vests, synthetic leather, faux furs, 
sweatshirts, accessories appeal to men and women that love 
modern lifestyle and feel special. With a wide range of casual, 
athletic, boutique clothing and accessories, every person can nd 
what best reects her/his personality in outts for the office, to go what best reects her/his personality in outts for the office, to go 

for a walk, go out to a restaurant, do sports.

The company takes special care so that the fabrics and auxiliary 
materials used are environmentally-friendly, accompanied by 
quality certicates, free from any substance that could be 

harmful to the consumer.

The company’s top priorities include further strengthening of the 
domestic retail network, either through equity or by developing domestic retail network, either through equity or by developing 
new partnerships where appropriate. Particular emphasis is placed 
on further developing its sales abroad. The company already seeks to 
further expand both in markets where it is already active and to 
also enter new markets that are of great interest for the company's 
products.  The company's clothes are currently available at more 
than 200 points of sale all over Greece, Cyprus, the Balkans, as well as

 at its online store  at its online store 

www.primefashion.gr



One of the milestones of Biston philosophy is to harmonize style with comfort. The 
jackets  of this line combine unique and elegant designs with high-quality fabrics that will 
for sure keep safe from the cold. 

STYLISH HARMONY
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Men's demi hooded 
jacket
48-201-026

black navy camelorange dk green
Composition
100% pes 

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

Men's cargo pants
48-241-002

Composition
98% co 2% el

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4/ 34:4
36:2/ 38:236:2/ 38:2

NATURE C ALLING
A unique series which is inspired by the deeper connection between human and nature.
The brown color of this amazing puffer brings to life the beautiful shades that we find in 
nature. Its elegant design compliments the male body, while its high-quality materials 

provide protection for your outdoor activities during winter.

Medium length, orange puffer with a hood and elegant black details. 
A stylish choice that will stand out in your adventures. Comfortable and 
flexible is a must have option to have with you on a day trip.

Colors Colors 

black beige khaki

Mans Hoody
48-206- 054

Composition
80% co 20% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4 
xl:2/ xxl:2xl:2/ xxl:2

black

off white red

khaki
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Colors 
Men's knitwear 
turtle neck
48-206- 035

Composition
53% cv 32% pes 
15% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4 xl:4m:2/ l:4 xl:4
xxl:2

black off white

camel

Men's long hooded 
jacket
48-201-053

black dk green ice
Composition
100% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

KHAKI LOVERS
Connect with nature and embrace the most fashionable version of yourself 
by wearing this elegant khaki puffer. Long and extremely comfortable, it 

will offer you warmth, even in the heart of winter.
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Men's short hooded 
jacket
48-201-078

black dk green
Composition
100% pes 

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors Men's hoody
48-206-056

black off white

red

BOTH IN THIS
Black is beyond any doubt one of the 
signature colors of winter. Stay warm and fashionable with this elegant, medium length, 
gray puffer. A choice with a simple yet stylish design that will upgrade your sense of style.

indigo

Composition
80% co 20% pes 

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4
xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

Cargo sweatpants
48-241-018

black
Composition
65% co 35% pes 

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4
xl:2/ xxl:2

anthracite beige off white

Colors 
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Men's leather vest
48-202-003

Composition
55% pu 45% vis

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

black 

Colors 

Men's long sleeve shirt
48-203-006

Composition
70% pes 30% cot 

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2

Men's chinos pants
48-241-008

Composition
63% pes 34% cv
3% spa

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:2/ 36:2/ 38:2 

lt grey

Colors 

black 

Men's hoodie 
cardigan
48-206-015
Composition
80% cot 20% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4 
xl:2/ xxl:2 

Colors 

black navy khaki

Do you want to feel comfortable but also be in the spotlight of 
attention because of your style? Then, this amazing sleeveless 

shiny vest in black is what you are looking for.

Hooded men's vest 
48-202-002

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

C:
xl:4/ xxl:4/ xxxl:4 dk green

Colors 

black 



camel black navy grey

khaki

Men's knitwear
round neck
48-206-025

Composition
53% cv 32% pes 
15% pa

Sizes:Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2  

black dk beige

Colors 

Men's scarf
48-501-008

Composition
50% pan 27%pes
15% pa 

Colors Men's scarf
48-501-004

Composition
100% pes navy

Colors 

Men's chino pants
48-241-001

Composition
98% cot 2% el

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:4/ 36:2/ 38:2 

beige camel

Colors 

black 
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Men's long hooded 
jacket
48-201-089
Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

black camelkhaki

Long, brown puffer with a hood. This cozy puffer 
will be your favorite piece of clothing through the 
cold winter.  Its high-quality lining will keep you 
warm while its fashionable design will elevate the 

aesthetics of your outfits.
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khaki

Men's knitwear
round neck
48-206-050

Composition
53% cv 32% pes
15% pa  

Sizes:Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2

black off white 

Colors 

navy lt grey

Men's demi 
hooded jacket
48-201-018

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

C:
xl:4/ xxl:4/ xxxl:4

black

Colors 

Medium length puffer with a hood in the shades of deep blue. An elegant boyish 
option that can highlight perfectly casual but also sophisticated looks, while 
keeping you protected from the cold.
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Men's short hooded 
jacket
48-201-023

black  green
Composition
100% pa

Sizes:
m:4/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors Men's knitwear 
round neck
48-206-046

off white navy

fangokhaki

black
Composition
80% vi 20% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4
xl:4/ xxl:2

Colors 

Men's carf
48-501-001

grey
Composition
100% pan 

Colors 

Men's long sleeve 
t-shirt
48-206-049

black dk greenwhite

Composition
100% cot

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4
xl:4/ xxl:2

Colors 

FARMERS LOOK
Shiny black puffer with a white badge on the chest. 
A flexible stylish option that can be worn  for 
outdoor activities but also in the city. This puffer 
offers an elegant clothing option that can cover every 
stylistic and practical need of a man.

Upgrade your style in your outdoor activities, wearing the amazing options that the 
Farmer’s Looks series offers you. This series was inspired by  the everyday routine of 
a man who lives a life connected to nature. 

Khaki-black puffer with a stylish badge. A perfect choice that will help you make the 
most of your time in nature, as its high quality guaranties amazing stamina and 
protection even against the most prevalent weather conditions.



Colors 
Men's jacket
48-201-087

Composition
100% pu

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2

C:C:
l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:4

black

dk brown

For the needs of a man because of the different 
aspects of his life. This stylish black jacket is 
amazing for both casual but also formal looks in 
the city, offering these charming mysterious vibes. 

Men's chinos 
pants
48-241-008

black

lt grey

Composition
63% pes 34% cv
3% spa

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:2/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

15 16
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camel green

Men's short
hooded jacket
48-201-055

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:4/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2m:4/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

black off white

Colors 

khaki

Men's hoodie
cardigan
48-206-015

Composition
80% cot 20% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2s:2/ m:4/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

black navy

Colors 

Be fashionable, comfortable and protected. This amazing puffer in the tones of beige offers 
all that and even more. Having black details and a red badge is an essential element for a 
trendy winter look.
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khaki dk beige

Men's knitwear round neck
48-206-025

Composition
53% cv 32% pes 13% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2

Colors 

black 

Colors 

Men's long sleeve shirt
48-203-002

Composition
70% pes 30% cot 

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2
  

Men's chino pants
48-241-001

Composition
98% co 2% el

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:4/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

black beige camel

Men's short 
hooded jacket
48-201-001

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2

C:
l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:4

Colors 

black navy

This trendy puffer with a hood and a badge is a wonderful boyish option in the 
shades of deep blue, with discrete lines on its sleeves is the perfect option for both 

urban and sport looks. 

BBrown jacket with a masculine design which flatters the male body structure. 
Having elegant patterns on its shoulders and a stylish collar with buttons is ideal
 to elevate the looks of a sophisticated, confident man.

dk green

Men's 5 pocket 
pants, corduroy
48-241-007

Composition
98% co 2% spa

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:2/ 36:2/ 38:2 

dk beige

Colors 

black 

Men's jacket 
with hood
48-201-075

Composition
100% pu

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2

C:
l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:4

Colors 

black dk brown
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Colors 
Men's knitwear 
round neck
48-206-047 

Composition
80% vi 20% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4
xxl:2 xxl:2 

black off white

navy fango

khaki

Men's hoody
48-206-058

black beige

off white anthracite

Composition
65% co 35% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4
xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

Men's demi hooded 
jacket
48-201-050

black
Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

C:
xl:4/ xxl:4/ xxxl:4

Colors 

Charcoal puffer with a hood. This elegant 
piece of clothing has a simple design in a 
straight line resembling a coat. Due to this is 
a perfectly suitable option for casual but also 
for formal outfits.
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dk green

Men's demi 
hooded jacket
48-201-006

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

C:
xl:4/ xxl:4/ xxxl:4

black

Colors 

camel

Men's knitwear
turtle neck
48-206-028

Composition
53% cv 32% 
pes 15% pa

Sizes:Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2

black off white

Colors 

Make a fashion statement with this hooded, gray puffer of medium length. Having a 
detachable hood and spacious pockets is also a flexible and reliable choice for the winter.
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wine red grey

charcoal grey

Men's scarf
48-501-007

Composition
65% cv 35% pes

Men's cargo pants
48-241-002 

Composition
98% co 2% el

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:4/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

black beigekhaki

RED SINGS 
Red Signs is a series celebrating the modern expression of masculinity in fashion. 
Red is a color symbolizing strength and passion. Those characteristics are also 
interpreted in the dynamic design of these puffers.

This hooded puffer jacket of the Red signs series is a reliable 
choice that will keep you warm during winter due to its 
enhanced lining and its hood. It is also very fashionable with 
black details complimenting even more its bold character.

Men's long 
sleeve shirt
48-203-002

Composition
70% pes 30% cot

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2

Colors Colors 

navy

red

Men's short 
hooded jacket
48-201-005

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2 m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2 

C:
xl:4/ xxl:4/ xxxl:4

black

Colors 
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Colors 
Men's knitwear 
round neck
48-206-050

Composition
53% cv 32% pes 
15% pa

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4/ xl:2s:2/ m:4/ l:4/ xl:2
xxl:2

black off white

khaki

Men's hoody
48-241-018

black

beigeoff white

anthracite

Composition
65% co 35% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4/ xl:2
xxl:2

Colors 

Colors 
Men's demi 
hooded jacket
48-201-044

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4 xl:2m:2/ l:4 xl:2
xxl:2

C:
 xl:4 xxl:4 xxxl:4

black

camel

CAMOUFLAGE 
Mustard yellow winter jacket of medium length. 
Stay warm and cozy even on the coldest days of the 

winter due to the fury and soft lining of this 
amazing piece of clothing . Having also extra 

pockets is really practical as well!
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White is a color that signifies tranquility and elegance! This white hooded puffer can 
keep you cozy in the cold, while highlighting in a discrete way your outfits. A perfect way 
to add some hipster vibes to your looks.

Colors 
Men's knitwear 
round neck 
48-206-027

Composition
47% pc 30% pes 
23% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4m:2/ l:4/ xl:4
xxl:2 

black white

Men's cargo pants
48-241-002

Composition
98% co 2% el

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:4/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

black beigekhaki

Men's short hooded 
jacket
48-201-064

black dk green
Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

 white
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Men's short hooded 
jacket
48-201-061

black
Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:4/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

C:
xl:4/ xxl:4/  xxxl:4

Colors 

Elegant Power! Those are the perfect words to describe this white hooded puffer, which 
is even more classy due to its black details. This puffer is an amazing way to upgrade your 
casual style.

Men's cargo pants
48-241-002

Composition
63% pes 34% cv 
3% spa

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:4/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

black beigekhaki

 white
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Men's short bomber jacket
48-201-021

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4/ xl:2

Colors 

black 

Colors 

black dk green

Men's long hooded jacket
48-201-063

Composition
100% pes 

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2 

The haunt of happiness never stops, and this amazing puffer is 
proof of it. This hooded, khaki puffer seals cold away during 
winter due to its length and its quality materials. A perfect choice 
for a mountain excursion.

Black, glossy puffer of medium length with discreet badges! A 
warm and flexible choice that compliments every body type and 
every height. A perfectly flexible and lightweight puffer, ideal for 

riding a bike or a motorcycle.

dk green
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Men's cargo pants
48-241-018

Composition
65% co 35% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4
l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2 l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2 

This amazing puffer of the Natural Instincts Series aims to provide you with the ultimate 
protection and flexibility. Designed to match every occasion is a perfect option for the modern 
man who seeks practical and stylish clothing options.

This stylish black puffer is a perfect all-day option. Its black 
color and its shiny texture are the ideal elements to create a 
mysterious and seductive look for this winter.

NATURAL INSTINCTS

Colors 

lt grey

Men's short 
hooded jacket
48-201-007

Composition
80% pes 20% pu

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

black

Colors 

beige anthracite

Men's hoody
48-206-058

Composition
65% co 35% 
pes 

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4 s:2/ m:4/ l:4 
xl:2/ xxl:2

black off white

Colors 

beige anthracite

black off white
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Colors Men's short jacket
48-201-027

Composition
55% pu 45% cv 

Sizes:
m:4/ l:4 xl:2
xxl:2 xxl:2 

This amazing puffer of the Natural Instincts Series aims to provide you with the 
ultimate protection and flexibility. Designed to match every occasion is a perfect option 
for the modern man who seeks practical and stylish clothing options.

This yellow puffer harmonizes with the philosophy of the Bold Youth Series. Having 
elegant black details is exactly what you need in order to add some spice to your winter 
stylistic choices!

BOLD YOUTH

black off white

red yellow

Colors Men's scarf 
48-501-011

Composition
80% pan 
20% pes dk grey black khaki

Men's cargo pants
48-241-002

Composition
98% co 2% el  

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:4/ 36:2/ 38:2 34:4/ 36:2/ 38:2 

black beige

Colors 

Men's long sleeve 
t-shirt 
48-206-048

Composition
100% cot 

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2

black white

Colors 
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Men's demi coat
48-201-045

Composition
80% pes 20% wo

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

lt grey meldk grey mel

Colors 
Men's knitwear  
turtle neck
48-206-035

black off whitecamel
Composition
53% cv 32% pes 
15% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2

Colors 

This sophisticated, gray coat of medium length is an excellent choice that will keep you 
warm and cozy. Its elegant design, with simple lines and small buttons, perfectly fits the 
profile of an intellectual man, while complimenting his body.

Men's chinos pants
48-241-008

Composition
63% pes 34% cv
3% spa

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:2/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

black lt grey



Men's knitwear 
round neck
48-206-025

black dk beigekhaki
Composition
53% cv 32% pes 
15% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2

Colors 
Men's scarf
48-501-008

camel black navy grey

Composition
58% pan 27% pes 
15% pa

Colors 

Men's chinos pants
48-241-010

Composition
63% pes 34% cv 
3% spa

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:2/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

Wearing this deep blue puffer, you will keep your body warm and your stylistic standards 
high during the upcoming season. Having elastic cuffs and spacious pockets is the perfect 
casual solution for your everyday life. 

Men's short  jacket
48-201-047

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

C:
xl:4/ xxl:4/  xxxl:4

Colors 

black beigenavy

41 42
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Men's chinos pants
48-241-010

Composition
63% pes 34% cv
3% spa

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:2/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

icenavy

navy

dk green

Men's short hooded jacket
48-201-024

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

black 

dk green

Men's short hooded jacket
48-201-022

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

An amazing black puffer of that can provide a high level of warmth and 
comfort during winter. A flexible and easy to wear option that will 
perfectly match your every stylistic choice. 

This dark blue puffer is a perfect sporty option for this winter. 
It is also a perfect match for your casual style, offering you 

fashionable looks but also protection.

Colors 

black 

Men's chino pants
48-241-001

Composition
98% co 2% el

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:4/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

black beigecamel
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A trendy and warm puffer with elegant black details in an amazingly beautiful 
tone of light brown. Its shiny texture makes it an all-inclusive clothing solution 
for both urban and sport looks.  

Men's short hooded 
jacket
48-201-015

black camel
Composition
55% pu 45% cv

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4/ xl:2

Colors 
Colors 

Men's hoody
48-206-055

Composition
80% co 20% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4 
xl:2/ xxl:2 xl:2/ xxl:2 

black off white

yellowindigo
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Colors 
Men's knitwear 
turtle neck
48-206-028

Composition
53% cv 32% pes 
15% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4m:2/ l:4/ xl:4
xxl:2 

black off white

camel

Men's 5 pocket  
pants, corduroy
48-241-007

black
Composition
98% co 2% spa

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:2/ 36:2/ 38:2 

dk beige

Colors 

Men's short hooded 
jacket
48-201-009

black dk green beige
Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

A hooded puffer in light 
beige, designed for 
fashionable men who 
seek practicality and 
elegance in their everyday 
life. An option that will 
keep you warm and 
stylish at any occasion.stylish at any occasion.

An elegant man’s coat never 
loses its appeal. This amazing 
gray medium length coat shines 
through its simplicity with its 
stylish black buttons 
and zipper complimenting 
its design.its design.

Colors 
Men's knitted 
gardigan
48-206-031

Composition
53% cv 32% pes 
15% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4m:2/ l:4/ xl:4
xxl:2

black navy

Men's chinos pants
48-241-008

Composition
63% pes 34% cv 
3%  spa 

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:2/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

black lt grey

Men's long coat 
48-201-083

lt grey

Composition
70% pes 30% wo

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2

Colors 
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beigeanthraciteoff white

Men's hoody
48-206-058

Composition
65% co 35% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Men's  sacket
48-201-091

Composition
100% cot

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4/ xl:2 

Colors 

black 

Colors 

beigeanthracite

black 

What would a boy want more than this black puffer with this stylish orange 
detail? A classic option to create dynamic winter outfits that stand out!

This gorgeous brown coat sums up 
all the desires of a man with taste! 
Its soft texture caresses the skin, 
while its quality materials warm the 
body.

dk green

Men's demi hooded jacket
48-201-082

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:2/ xxl:2

Colors 

black 

Men's chinos pants
48-241-008

Composition
63% pes 34% cv 
3% spa

Sizes:
28:2/ 30:4/ 32:4
34:2/ 36:2/ 38:2 

Colors 

black lt grey

Men's chinos pants
48-241-018

Composition
65% co 35% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4 
xl:2/ xxl:2 

Colors 

black off white
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black greygrey

Men's scarf
48-501-009

Composition
50% cv 28% pes 
22% pa 

Colors 

black navy grey

Men's scarf
48-501-003

Composition
100% pan

Colors 

Men's scarf
48-501-011

Composition
80% pan 20% pes

Colors 

dk grey black  black grey

Men's scarf
48-501-006

Composition
100% pan

Colors 

Accessories are what make an average outfit to stand out! Male accessories offer your style a high level of personalization. However, the scarfs of Biston will not only help you express in the best way your individual taste, but they 
also protect from the cold one of the most vulnerable parts of your body, your neck! Choose among the many amazing patterns the one that fits your style and get to know the most fashionable version of yourself.
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Ladies' hooded
long jacket
48-101-002

black khakiComposition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

SHINY CHARMS
Biston clothing line is dedicated to unravel the most radiant and charming 
version of you. So let yourself shine through this amazing long puffer in the 
shades of bronze. Its detachable hood makes it an excellent choice for both 
sunny and rainy days.
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BLUE ELECTRICITY
Make your style radiate with this amazing shiny, blue puffer of medium 
length. The ultimate trend for this year. Espesially for those who want to make 
a fasion statement, while being cozy and comfortable.

Ladies' long 
hooded jacket
48-101-020

black green navy camelComposition
100% pa

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 
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chocolate ice

Ladies' demi hooded vest
48-102-012

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

black 

beige

Ladies' long hooded vest
48-102-011

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

black ice

Designed for the woman who’s in demand, this classic sleeveless long puffer 
in the tones of beige will keep you fashionable and comfortable at any moment! 
Ideal for an all-day sports look.

Brown, hooded puffer of medium length that combines comfort with 
elegance. Think out of the ordinary and combine it with a short skirt to create 

an extra fashionable look.
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Is there anything more elegant and feminine than this amazing long gray coat! Its belt 
embraces the waist, creating an hourglass figure to the woman wearing it.

Ladies' hooded 
long coat
48-101-064

camel grey melbeige melblackComposition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 
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lt beige

Ladies' short jacket 
with collar
48-101-048

Composition
100% pa

Sizes:
s:4/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2s:4/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2

Colors 

black 

 green ecru coral

Ladies' short jacket 
with collar
48-101-036

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:4/ m:4/ l:2s:4/ m:4/ l:2

Colors 

black 

Shiny green puffer! An enchanting color combined with a sports design. The 
perfect way to stay warm while being cool and glamorous at every moment of 
your life!

Who said that you can’t be both elegant and sporty! This shiny black puffer 
with its impressive collar will keep you warm, chic, and comfortable on your 

way to the gym or anywhere else you want.
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Let's talk about elegance and comfort. Let's talk about this amazing long, 
back puffer, which is a perfect combination of the two. An all-day puffer, 
suitable for formal and casual looks.

Ladies' long 
hooded jacket
48-101-094

black chocolate coraliceComposition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

Men's knitwear 
round neck
48-206-026

black  whiteComposition
47% pan 30% pes 
23% pa

Sizes:
m:2/ l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:2 

Colors 
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SWEET COMFORT
Comfort on top. This is the philosophy behind the design of those amazing 
puffers. They keep you warm while having an extremely easy fit, which also 
compliments the female silhouette.

Ladies' short 
jacket with collar
48-101-030

chocolateblack lt beige white fluo greenComposition
100% pa

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 
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Ladies'short
jacket with collar
48-101-035

 green ecru coral

Colors 

black Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

NATURAL FEMINITY
The true essence of feminity hides in simplicity. Those puffer in the colors of 
bright orange and green are designed with simple lines. As they emphasize the 
beauty hidden in natural looks.
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Fashion is so much more than trends. Fashion is about using stylistic trend in order to 
communicate your personal identity though your outfit. This chick long beige puffer 
tells a stay of a calm yet strong woman who is ready to conquer the world.

Ladies' long 
hooded jacket
48-101-055

black dk beige iceComposition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 
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lt beigedk green

Ladies' short 
hooded jacket
48-101-070

Composition
100% pa

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

black 

Ladies' long 
hooded vest
48-102-006

Composition
100% pu

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

black 

This puffer will offer you warmth but also style, with its prestigious design 
and its laces hanging from its hood. In the soft color of beige, it is an absolutely 
trendy and easy to wear option.

For mysterious women who are fans of the urban style. Sleeveless, long puffer 
in the elegant color of black. A lightweight piece of clothing that you can have 

with you at any occasion.
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 green camel lt beige

Ladies' long hooded jacket
48-101-098

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2

C:C:
l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:4

Colors 

black 

Ladies' hooded demi jacket
48-101-022

Composition
100% pa

Sizes:
s:4/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

charcoal

Colors 

camel navy  green

Cozy, long puffer with a simple design in the amazing color of emerald green! 
In order to create an alternative style with some artistic vibes, you could 
combine accessories such as a beret!

Choose this impressive gray puffer and create the warmest memories ever in 
the upcoming winter. Comfortable yet impressive with a fury hood that will 

keep all eyes on you!
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Ladies' long jacket 
with collar
48-101-075

black beigeComposition
100% pu

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

RETRO INNOCENCE
Puffers for those who have a soft spot for old-school aesthetics! Those soft 
beige tones can be a perfect, much for a look having some vintage influences. 
Their simple yet elegant design suits also casual occasions.
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FAIRY LOOKS
Fairy looks is dedicate to praise romance and comfort! This shiny green puffer 
with its fashionable lapel is a real inspiration for creating tasteful winter outfits 
that will upgrade your style. An amazing color match for this puffer would be 
black accessories.

Ladies' short jacket 
with collar
48-101-024

lt green blue beige dusty pink

Colors 

Composition
100% pa 

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 
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dk beige  green

Ladies' short hodeed jacket
48-101-092

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4

C:C:
xl:4/ xxl:4/ xxxl:4

Colors 

black 

coffee

Ladies' short jacket with collar
48-101-063

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:4/ m:4/ l:2

Colors 

black 

Beige puffer with medium length and discreet black details that make it even 
more stylish. Its hood will keep you protected in the rainy days of winter, while 
its fabric will keep you warm and comfortable.
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lt beigegreen navy

Ladies' demi hooded jacket
48-101-089

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

black 

dk beige dk green

Ladies’ short hooded jacket
48-101-037

Composition 
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

C:C:
l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:4

Colors 

black 

Black is a color interwoven with elegance. This tasteful black puffer is a 
comfortable everyday option that it will be a true asset in your winter 
wardrobe!

Dark green puffer of medium length with a hood. Its shiny texture 
compliments even more its style. Having an easy fit, it would perfectly match 

with brown boots and a short skirt.
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lt beige camel green

Ladies' long hooded jacket
48-101-091

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:4

C:C:
 xl:4/ xxl:4/ xxxl:4

Colors 

black 

beige mel

Ladies' long hooded trench coat
48-101-100

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:4/ m:4/ l:2

Colors 

black 

This chic long black coat is a perfect example of how you can incorporate 
classic influences into modern outfits. This is a warm timeless piece of clothing 
that can fit any style and any occasion. 

Soft beige puffer of medium length with a fury hood. A girly option with 
romantic influences and simple lines that will offer you cozy protection for the 

winter.
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LIVE WILD
The Live Wild Series appeal to the woman who seeks to explore the 
animalistic side of herself. This prestigious long puffer in the color of bold red 
is a perfect option for your casual looks in the city but also for your excursions 
into the wild.

Ladies' long hooded 
jacket
48-101-057

black red dk greenComposition
100% pa

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 
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Ladies' demi
hooded jacket
48-101-099

black coffee lt beigeComposition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

GENTLE TOUCH
Winter is the time of year that we need not only to feel warm but also cozy. 
The soft lining of this brown, two-sided coat combined and its stylish design 
make it the epitome of comfort and fashion. A choice equivalent to the needs of 
a modern woman.
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dk brown

Ladies' immitation
leather jacket
48-101-012

Composition
100% pu

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2s:2/ m:4/ l:2

C:
l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:4

Colors 

black 

ice  green dk beige

Ladies' long hooded jacket
48-101-088

Composition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 

black 

Asimple yet impressive design that can make you stand out this winter season 
combined with warm protection against cold. Those are the things that this 
fashionable long hooded puffer offers you. In the shades of beige with black 
laces, it will for sure upgrade your winter outfits.

For women who embrace the bad girl inside them. A lightweight option that 
flatters the female figure while adding dynamic vibes to your look. This jacket, 
with the discrete patterns on its shoulders, is a classic for women’s fashion.
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Black, medium length winter jacket with a hood. Its belt highlights the beauty of the 
female body, while its small buttons add some extra elegance to its simple yet tasteful 
design. An amazing casual option that will keep you protected from the cold.

Ladies' hooded 
demi coat
48-101-021

blackComposition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2 

Colors 
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Every woman has two sides! One shiny and glamorous and another warm and soft. Embrace 
them both with this amazing hooded puffer, which is two-sided. Its beautiful turquoise color 
elevates even more its unique aesthetics.

Ladies' long hooded 
jacket reversible
48-101-097

black green lt beigeComposition
100% pes

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2

C:
l:4/ xl:4/ xxl:4

Colors 

Ladies' demi hooded 
jacket
48-101-068

black beige

Composition
95% pes 5% el

Sizes:
s:2/ m:4/ l:2/ xl:2

Colors 
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